Train kept a rollin’

In the 2013 film, *Snowpiercer*, the tiny portion of humanity remaining after a geo-engineering incident triggers a global ice age are confined to a train circumnavigating the earth once a year. Korean director Bong Joon-ho’s adaptation of the 1982 French graphic novel, *Le Transperceneige*, can easily be seen, as the comic can be read, as an allegory. But is it an allegory of potential catastrophe – a return to a Hobbesian political state – or is it an allegory of a current political condition?

A case for both readings can be readily made. Like the standard version of Thomas Hobbes’s *Leviathan* (1651), outside the train (Commonwealth), life is unendurable: security resides only in the protection of the sovereign. In the film, the train’s captain and builder of its ‘sacred’ engine (compare the Hobbesian state as ‘mortal god’), Wilford, could play the role of sovereign.1 Moreover, just like Hobbes’s conception of sovereignty, some

---

1 The film changes character names and alters roles from the graphic novel; e.g. in the comic, Wilford is Forrester, an engineer who is more isolated from the rest of the train than its tyrant (see Lob and Rochette (2014), especially pp. 102–10). The three-volume French original has been translated into a two-volume English-language set.
members of humanity remain in a condition at once inside and outside the state of nature; those confined to the back of the train, where life is indeed ‘poor, nasty, brutish and short’.2

Alternatively, the train can be seen as an allegory of current conditions of extreme inequality in security, wealth, privilege and distractions in advanced liberal polities. The train (a Scheherazade-like 1001 carriages, each one a story) is a linear hierarchy, with a rigid order separating those at the back (‘Know your place, keep your place’ threatens a Thatcher-esque bureaucrat) from the middle (classes) and the tyrant alone at the head of the train. Once the film’s main character, Curtis, fights his way to the front of the train in the hope of obtaining justice for those at the back, he is offered the tyrant’s role. Along the way, those who died in the struggle to advance Curtis turn out to be the numerical sacrifices that Wilford has calculated are needed to maintain the social order (that same bureaucrat announces the exact number of who will die early in the piece).

According to this latter interpretation, political freedom is at issue: Curtis has betrayed the revolution, or the revolution is betrayal. At the same time, the story shares a structure with another tale of money, democratic promise and betrayal: The Wizard of Oz. Here, Curtis/Dorothy struggles to make it to the singular place of the master of the machinery (Wilford/the Wizard), only to be shown that, all along, he/she has the power to realise what he/she sought out power to achieve. The lesson is not only political; it is wrapped in an economic debate. The key here is that, like the distribution and display of wealth and power in the film (and a wicked witch in both), Frank Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900) is a tale concerned with value, debt and the insecurity of currency (in the film the main currency is a drug, while it is free silver in Baum’s Oz).3 It would certainly be possible to construct an analogy with current economic circumstances in the European Union (EU).

Which interpretation to choose: the allegory of a return to Hobbes or an allegory of contemporary reality? Must we choose? According to the vast bulk of current social and political writing, we have to choose, because a polity such as the EU cannot be both a Hobbesian state and a contemporary one. My illustration of Snowpiercer is meant to suggest

---

3  For more on late 19th-century American populism, fiat money and the Wizard of Oz, see Dighe (ed.) (2002); Rockoff (1990) and Ziaukas (1998).
that, in fact, not only can we not choose between these allegorical images, but also we should not. The remainder of this essay attempts to explain why.

The argument proceeds in three steps. The first step outlines the case for the EU as a move away from sovereignty-centred politics and towards governance. This case involves two dimensions: it is a claim to novelty, or a new conception of politics, and it is a claim to a new conception of ‘the people’, or at least to a concept of ‘variable publics’ understood to be at odds with the classical notion of the fixed public defined by its citizen status in a singular state. Combining these two claims, multi-level governance (MLG) may claim to reinvigorate civic engagement and thus potentially redeem the ‘democratic promise’ (Goodwyn 1976) that has eluded the polities of advanced liberal societies. (This promise can be traced to the American populist political economy to which The Wizard of Oz responds.)

The second step is to show that the rhetorical distinctions MLG employs to make its claim to novelty and democratic promise lead to several debilitating results. Adapting a Kantian split between sovereignty and government implies placing some of our contemporaries in the past; as a result, MLG shares with liberal and neoliberal theory a view of the future where no-one’s place is certain. Dividing past from future in the name of novelty – and in opposition to sovereignty – also raises questions about MLG’s ability to account for how it gets from there to here. The rhetoric of change from a ‘world dominated by sovereignty’ suggests that governance tends to rely on a non-causal sense of transformation. This non-causal form of reasoning sits uneasily with MLG’s dominant idea of political bodies. At the same time, non-causal reasoning is at the centre of Hobbes’s argument for sovereignty, and can act as a point of similitude between MLG and sovereignty.

The third step elaborates part of Hobbes’s argument for sovereignty. Specifically, an overview of Hobbes’s rhetorical re-description of bodies shows that sovereignty does not consist in positing a ‘constitutive outside’ to the commonwealth in the form either of a state of nature or system of states.\(^4\) On the contrary, Hobbes’s political subjects only appear as such in the perpetual instants of crossing boundaries with these outsides.

MULTI-LEVEL GOVERNANCE

Thus, sovereignty is not helpfully understood in opposition to MLG. In this chapter, MLG is treated as a boundary-crossing activity. This activity includes crossing boundaries with sovereignty. But the main innovation I propose, against the grain of long-standing habit, is to treat sovereignty too as a boundary-crossing conception of politics.

Sovereignty vs governance

The sovereignty/governance opposition is most apparent, developed and sharp in analyses of the EU. Take the example of Bob Jessop’s rich concepts of ‘meta-’ and ‘multi-scalar’ governance. While EU member governments may take on the coordinating role of ‘meta-governance’, there can be no question of a return to a ‘stable equilibrium’ of a final form of meta-governance, which would be tantamount to a return to sovereignty as a singular mode of rule and subjection:

But there is no point at which a final metagovernance instance can be established to coordinate the myriad subordinate forms of governance – this would re-introduce the principle of sovereignty or hierarchy that growing social complexity and globalization now rule out (Jessop 2005: 66).

For some analysts, sovereignty is less a principle than a problematic. Measured according to the standard of Hobbes’s classical account of sovereignty as necessarily undivided, Fritz Scharpf (2012) demonstrates well the dilemmas of the EU in conditions of divided sovereignty and crisis. Scharpf (2012: 29–30) points out that governing via the market leads to both an intensification of the euro crisis and a legitimacy crisis. Seen from the vantage point of divided sovereignty (which leads to his salient discussion of ‘output legitimacy’), the EU might well be seen in Hobbesian terms as ‘facing the constant danger of fragmentation and dissolution’ (Hänninen 2014).

---

5 See Daniell and Kay.
6 In the MLG literature, this beginning may be prefaced by a quasi-historical account of the fate of the political community from its putative origins in classical Greece (e.g. Cerny 2009), or it may not. In either case, the line drawn between ‘the sovereign state’ and the varieties of governance supports the legitimation of governance as a conceptual object.
Scharpf’s response to this dilemma is to lower the ‘political salience’ of legitimation issues in times of crisis, essentially by governing through the market less (see also Hänninen 2009). Others, however, begin from an assumption that the Hobbesian paradigm belongs to the past. Consider the conclusion to the influential Hooghe and Marks (2003: 241):

Political science has had far more to say about how collective decisions can and should be made than about for whom they can and should be made. Answers to the ‘how’ question have narrowed because there is no legitimate alternative to liberal democracy. Debate centers on the merits of alternative democratic designs. But there is little consensus about jurisdictional design – the ‘for whom’ question. Central states are shedding authority to supranational and subnational authorities, but what kinds of jurisdictional architecture might emerge?

While granting the centrality of the problem of authority from the outset of their article, Hooghe and Marks (2003) treat the issue as an organisational one throughout, deferring the question of what authorises this treatment. Nonetheless, the authors engage in a practice of temporal differentiation that permits a particular conception of politics to appear as the solution to their future-oriented question.

In their conclusion, the novelty of MLG is not so neatly boxed in a return to the past. After all, their terms are familiar to 19th-century liberal thought, which divides discussion of politics into a matter of politics-as-sphere (‘scope’) and politics-as-activity (‘how’). The division, of course, is enabled by the future-oriented claim of ‘no alternative’. The future features a further division between the relative authority of bodies ‘above’ and ‘below’ the national. This triple division (and its ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ spacing), in turn, permits one available political option: (legitimate) dispute will be over ‘who’ the people are in a given area of political decision-making. If it is an axiom of contemporary politics that ‘the people are always missing’ (Deleuze 1993: 220), the picture drawn by Hooghe and Marks goes some distance towards creating an image of the people.

Hooghe and Marks’s implicit solution to the political founding problem resonates with discussions in contemporary political theories of federalism, for which the MLG concept can have a particular salience.

---

8 See, for example, Goodin (2008, especially p. 151).
Neither governance nor federalist discourse is inclined to acknowledge its authorising and legitimating work. Nonetheless, the aspiration to identify the *demos* (the people who are constituted to participate in politics) through decision-making authority is a feature shared with sovereignty as a discourse of political founding. The shape of that authority, and the routes it takes (horizontal–vertical / ascending–descending), are the object of a properly topological analysis (see esp. Hänninen 2014).

Hooghe and Marks return to one version of past political theory (19th-century liberalism) to counter another (Hobbes’s conception of sovereignty). This return is carried out in the name of a future-oriented conception of the *demos* and democratic design. At the same time, it is an attempt to incorporate a claim to novelty into its design. Such a claim is required not least by MLG’s effort to differentiate itself from sovereignty. Nonetheless, claims to novelty are not new: political theory has long worked according to a variety of claims to novelty, and Hobbes’s argument for sovereignty is among them.9

Similarly, Jessop’s acknowledgement of definition by negation (see footnote 9) is another opening to a formulation of governance as novel, particularly in contrast to state and supra-state sovereignty. Jessop goes on to observe that, while the role of governments at all levels in metagovernance may increase state capacity in some dimensions, analysts are witnessing:

> a trend towards the de-statisation of the political system. This involves a shift from government to governance on various territorial scales and across various functional domains (Jessop 2005: 65).10

Tellingly, Jessop’s ‘shift’ in the passage above is glossed as ‘alternative’ in Stephen George’s contribution to the same volume:

Placing multi-level governance in the context of the intergovernmental/supranational debate in EU studies allows an informed understanding of it as an alternative to state-centred perspectives (George 2005: 125).

---

9 Evidence of argumentation from novelty is readily available in the MLG literature. In the case of the EU, Philippe Schmitter (1998: 132) speculates whether ‘something qualitatively different’ than a sovereign order is emerging. Sharing Schmitter’s concern for a conceptual and analytic response, Bob Jessop (2005: 61) observes that, at present, ‘it is much clearer what the notion of governance excludes than what it contains’ (c.f. Bache and Flinders 2005: 96; see also Jessop 2009).

10 See also Héritier and Rhodes (2011).
My focus here is on the equivalence of ‘shift’ and ‘alternative’ in accounts of the difference between ‘state-centric’ and governance modes. Clearly, the equivalence is a response to conditions under which novelty appears as both a problem and an opportunity. How a shift from government to governance is equivalent to an alternative between them is a question of some theoretical and empirical interest. However, that is not my main concern. Whatever else they may be, as descriptions, these formulae do not serve to further understanding of what has ‘shifted’ or become an ‘alternative’ precisely; or how, or under what conditions, or for whom. As explanations amenable to any sort of causal analysis, these characterisations are of little specific value.

Sovereignty off the rails

On the other hand, these distinctions have a strong rhetorical value. The government/governance division can be seen as a question of re-description (c.f. Palonen 2002); that is, as a matter of political rhetoric, such as Quentin Skinner (1996) and Patricia Springborg (2010) find in their different ways within Hobbes’s classic work on sovereignty. It could also be judged as an instance of indeterminacy (Hänninen 2014), insofar as the vexed question of the EU as a polity can be approached on a single line of reasoning from both a past-bound (‘shift’) and future-bound (‘alternative’) perspective.

Here, the founding acts of governance occur well within the bounds of the distinction –credited to Jean Bodin in the early 17th century (Lee 2013) but found in Hobbes (1651) and still in Immanuel Kant at the end of the 18th century – between sovereignty and government. In Kant’s paradigmatic version in his 1795 essay, Perpetual Peace, ‘the forms of a state (civitas) can be divided either according to the [number of] persons who possess the sovereign power or according to the mode of administration exercised over the people by the chief, whoever he [sic] may be’ (Kant 1975: 95).

The first term in this division is sovereignty and, while important, it is far less a matter of concern to the governed. The second, which concerns the exercise the state makes of its power, is the mode of government. Government, Kant goes on to insist, is either republican (where the executive is separated from the legislative) or despotic (where it is not). Democracy, we should note, is for Kant a species of the latter. This is
because ‘all’ (citizens as a single will), who are ‘not quite all’ (some citizens may disagree), establish an executive power over all. Democracy is thus for Kant in contradiction with freedom (Kant 1975: 96).

It is not difficult from this distinction to see that ‘the hierarchical state’ in MLG discourse fits Kant’s account of sovereignty. In the MLG account, sovereignty is then conflated with government in the state. That is, while Kant’s republic corresponds well to what is now meant by representative democracy (a form of government in Kant’s terms), the MLG literature sees government as a species of the state, and thus of sovereignty. Once this conflation has been made, governance reappears within the sovereignty/government distinction to fulfil the role that government is no longer adequate to carry out. The distinction, however, lacks one term: sovereignty is subtracted, now relegated to the never (hopefully) to return past. Governance alone remains.

Such an effective logic of founding bears comparison with those of Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau, to name only the most obvious. Three common features of this logic of founding should be noted. First, it proceeds by means of splitting, of making authoritative distinctions, within a spatial domain (the political community). Second, founding invokes a split view of time: some aspects of the present (‘sovereignty’ in MLG’s case) are relegated to the past, others to the present (‘government’) and some are granted the future (‘governance’). Third, the account takes place in the name of an authorised and authorising people (‘citizens’).

This schematic view of governance as political theory requires, however, a further step. In the discussion above, Kant’s distinction between sovereignty and government occurs within the single state. Kant’s essay is not often remembered for this distinction, but rather for its attempt to outline the requirement that republican states – which alone promise freedom for their citizens – realise a federation. In other words, there is an ‘international’ imperative to Kant’s project, without which his characterisation of freedom in a single state is without force.

Anthony Pagden, among others, has not hesitated to see in this federation the model for the imposition of a universalist mode of governance that is now familiar in institutions ranging from the International Monetary Fund, World Bank and international non-government organisations to the United Nations human rights regime (Pagden 1998; see also the conclusion to Pagden 2001). There is a considerable cost to this singular
universalism, however, and that is a constitutive fracturing of the world populations governed by states into those with a governable future and those for whom this future is doubtful.\textsuperscript{11}

These fractures are enabling, and thus can be characterised as temporal and spatial borders that the community of humanity, as a community of state-bound citizens, must cross to realise the future promise of freedom. Borders, in others words, matter. Moreover, they matter ‘politically’: those contemporaries who embody the past in the present (‘medieval Muslims’, ‘non-modern societies’, ‘rogue states’ etc.) may be legitimately governed by paternalism/coercion until they are ready to accede to the level achieved by states governed through the freedom Kant requires for private property, security of contract and thus ‘peaceful commerce’ to flourish everywhere (Helliwell and Hindess 2011, 2015).

In developments of some moment for the concept of MLG and its relation to the politics of the market, contemporary political theory has sought to retain Kant’s affirmation of peaceful commerce among republics in the widely disputed ‘democratic peace thesis’.\textsuperscript{12} One means of doing so has been to jettison at least some of Kant’s ‘metaphysics’ in favour of a ‘political liberalism’.\textsuperscript{13}

But this is where things fall apart. As far as future-oriented politics goes, such a manoeuvre appears self-defeating. As Helliwell and Hindess (2015) have admirably demonstrated, attempts such as Thomas Pogge’s effort

\textsuperscript{11} As Helliwell and Hindess (2015) demonstrate, Kant’s account of progress towards an ideal political community depends upon placing some members of humanity closer to that future goal, and others (notably ‘the Tahitians’, who are placed at the developmental level of sheep) more distant from it. Echoing Jessop’s implicit division of contemporary global politics into past, present and future, a cosmopolitan vision of humanity as a political constituency operates along a single (developmental) line that consists of fractures:

Kant is able to bring all of humanity together into a single cosmopolitan progression only by distributing its diverse sections along one developmental ladder. What we have here is a matter of cosmopolitan unification by a no less cosmopolitan differentiation (Helliwell and Hindess 2015).


\textsuperscript{13} Most notably in Rawls (1985, 1996, 1999).
to appropriate Kant’s cosmopolitan program shorn of its metaphysical foundations result in a view of future politics without guarantee of improvement.¹⁴

Having placed itself at the apex of time, nothing guarantees that contemporary liberal thought will remain there, or even that this apparently privileged site will remain available. At the same time, the developmental, differential view of humanity underwriting the cosmopolitan vision works unchecked. These twin dynamics challenge modes of political thought that take their bearings from a distinction with sovereignty, even as they attempt acts of founding familiar in style to ‘sovereignty-centred’ political theory.

The challenge is particularly felt in comparisons of governance and neoliberalism. If an absence of a future guarantee is a dilemma for governance, neoliberalism might appear well placed to profit from this void (which neoliberals gloss as ‘anarchy’). For example, Samuel Huntington (2006: 1) begins his 1968 study of ‘political order in changing societies’ by asserting that the form of government (in the Kantian sense) matters little: what counts is ‘effectiveness’. Cognate arguments can be found in Mancur Olson (Olson 1971, 1993; McGuire and Olson 1996), who is well known for his ‘collective action problem’, as well as in Francis Fukuyama’s (2008) review of the Regional Assistance Mission, Solomon Islands (RAMSI).

To the ‘failed state’ problem of the Solomon Islands, Fukuyama recommends a form of ‘shared sovereignty’ with more capable states. A ‘state-building’ project must recognise that the Solomon Islands are emerging from a ‘state of nature’ (anarchy) requiring the ‘helping hand’ of properly ordered commonwealths. A profound politics is at work in this shallow formulation. Fukuyama appears to discuss two states, the failed and the capable. But are these two states or one?

¹⁴ See Pogge (1992, 1994, 2002). The failure of future guarantee follows because Pogge’s design lacks the original’s optimistic teleology. As a consequence, it also lacks [Kant’s] belief that current political ideals are still far from the best they can be; in Pogge’s vision contemporary ideals of freedom and democracy are presented as the ultimate political values to which all sections of humanity should unquestioningly aspire (Helliwell and Hindess 2015).
The characterisations of ‘anarchy’ and ‘capability’ mirror steps in Hobbes’s anti-historical tale\(^{15}\) of the founding of the sovereign state. In Fukuyama, as in the standard view of Hobbes, a movement of necessity to escape disordered violence establishes the link between anarchy and capability. The link between steps can also be reasoned as temporal: ‘the condition of anarchy’ and its inhabitants constitute the prehistory of the commonwealth. Like Hobbes, for whom American Indians represent a minimal form of self-government in an indefinite European past, Fukuyama defines Melanesian social organisation as belonging to a past that Europeans have surmounted:

Segmentary societies are a coherent and stable form of social organization, but in Europe they were superceded at a fairly early point by more modern forms of political organization not based on kinship. Segmentary societies could not meet the challenges of large-scale social integration in a region characterized by persistent warfare and expanding trade (Fukuyama 2008: 2).

In a development not dissimilar to the way in which governance can emerge from a splitting of sovereignty and government, in shared sovereignty two states are split and rejoined to conjure one: the singular story of the sovereign state. In part, this conjuring is achieved by replacing definite history with a developmental concept of ‘society’, buttressed by a hierarchy of capacities. Those capacities are ranged in a temporal order of strength, where capacities located in the past are the weakest. Given these affinities with a rationality of violence in international relations as a practice of founding, MLG’s normative urge runs the risk of collapsing into the ‘might makes right’ counterargument familiar to political theory since Thrasymachus’ early challenge to Socrates in Plato’s Republic.

The discussion above illustrates a critical point: claims to comparative efficiency, capability and capacity for ‘learning’\(^{16}\) may well depend upon a politics of founding whose major feature – a division of populations into states governed according to a division determined suitable for a future invoked as necessary but also impossible – is shared with the classical claims to sovereignty it seeks to avoid.

\(^{15}\) Contrary to the view put forward by John Locke, Hobbes did not argue that ‘the state of nature’ is an historical condition; indeed, he argued against practical history as a means of deducing an enduring commonwealth (see, among others, Sorell (2000: 83–84)).

\(^{16}\) c.f. the critical remarks in Dale (2004: 189).
Nowhere in the MLG literature is the legitimating logic of these temporal and spatial divisions more apparent than in debates over the relationship between MLG and its constituency, or its (variable) publics. As a ramification of Kant’s conception of freedom, the matter tends to resolve into the question of how, in the EU, democratic governance reflects economic governance, or governing ‘in the name of the market’ (Hänninen 2013). As a corollary, governing ‘in the name of the people’ will require authoritative mechanisms for representation in decision-making on multiple levels and at different scales.

As a political logic, one attuned to the need to authorise and legitimate its forms and vocabulary, MLG is challenged by problems associated with ‘state-centric’ political theories. In as much as MLG claims to depart from ‘sovereignty-centred’ thinking, a double challenge thus presents itself. Considered as a form of political theory, MLG displays the hallmarks of a practice of founding. Nonetheless, as again the example of Kant suggests, there is considerable doubt as to whether this can be accurately described as a founding in the classical style of the self-sufficient community of the singular state.17

Governmental freedom

The absence of a causal founding logic in MLG is not due in the first instance to appeals to complexity and network logic. Some of these accounts may be more or less plausible if – and only if – political bodies are granted an existence prior to their conditions of action, and they are credited as sources of (rational) agency, however ‘interdependent’ such agency may be pictured.

---

17 In part, the doubt arises because of the tension in liberal thought between republicanism and democracy, formalised by Kant. Multi-level government sits in an uneasy position within this tension. For example, multi-scalar politics remains ‘state-centric’ insofar as it echoes Robert Dahl’s republican effort to rid political thinking of its dependency on notions of classical Greek autonomy and singular sovereignty (c.f. Magnusson 2011: 144). On the other hand, Hooghe and Marks’s democratic founding of a potentially ‘new form of multi-layered governance without clear lines of demarcated jurisdiction and identity’ (Schmitter 1998: 132) resonates with Jessop’s idea that no final form of governance is possible or desirable – a conception of ‘global politics’ traceable to the anti-democratic Kant (c.f. Franke 2001: 150). In sum, a Kantian conception of political community can conjure the people, but quite possibly at the cost of the democratic claims made in their name.
Much governance literature shares international relations’ neo-realist illusion that political bodies exist prior to, and independent of, their conditions of action, but with an important twist. Avant et al. (2010) symptomatically invoke both the idea of bodies pre-existing their milieu and the idea that, in the actions of some privileged bodies, borders are merely spatial, and do not otherwise matter: ‘For purposes of this inquiry, global governors are authorities who exercise power across borders for purposes of affecting policy’ (Avant et al. 2010: 2, italics in original). Much can be said about a formulation that restricts governing to its effect on policy. In any case, enough has been said thus far, and much more follows, to indicate that for governance generally, and MLG in particular, crossing borders is a highly political moment.

Discussing the ‘rational actor’ presumption only in the context of international relations discourse would, however, be incomplete and misleading. Barry Hindess (1991) has argued that the idea of an actor as the locus of desires and beliefs – whose actions follow those desires and beliefs – is rife in ‘domestic’ democratic discourse. This view of the ‘rational actor’ has a legitimating rather than explanatory or heuristic role. In its place, Hindess proposes ‘a more general model in which the actor is conceived simply as a locus of decision and action’ (Hindess 1991: 221).

Rejecting the correlation of freedom and security in sovereignty yields another set of issues for governance. Hindess (2001, 2005) and Helliwell and Hindess (2002) challenge the common defence of liberal government

18 Just such a characterisation of political bodies dominates the discipline of international relations, where it can be characterised as neo-realism. The description holds, even across ‘schools’ that expend much of their energy (intellectual and otherwise, one suspects) attaching labels to rival schools. Thus it is that, despite claims and counter-claims, the ‘English school’ of constructivism (see Bull 2002; Bull and Watson 1984; Hurrell and Woods 1999) shares with its largely systems-centred counterpart (e.g. Wight 1977; Wendt 1999; Buzan and Waever 2003; Albert et al. 2001) and many ‘postmodern’ accounts (e.g. Weber 1995) the basic assumptions concerning political bodies that are relevant to this discussion. Variations within and between positions are, of course, expected and found, and this snapshot is scarcely a survey of international relations as a discipline. But it is, for all that, defensible, as an attentive reading of Rob Walker’s now-classic Inside/Outside (1993) would show. Significant, if partial, exceptions to this account include Larner and Walters (2004), Fry and O’Hagan (2000), Soederberg (2005), Baker et al. (2005), and Hobson (2012).

19 Multi-level governance both confirms and challenges sovereign accounts of political bodies, and thus of freedom. For example, governance thinking on security (e.g. Lavenex 2004; Lavenex and Schimmelfennig 2009) tends to accept the Hobbesian/Westphalian claim that the violence of the state is designed (whatever its practical or policy failings) to protect the population within its remit. Security is thus a matter of ‘external relations’ in relation to other states, or in what is often called ‘external governance’. The danger for governance thinking on security is that it will follow the Hobbesian relation of the self and the state, ‘associating individual security (safety) and the security of the state (survival) against external aggression’ (Bigo 2008: 106).
as a principled defence of freedom. They show that for certain targets – for example, colonial ‘indirect rule’, the urban poor, migrants, Indigenous populations, the provision of social services – liberalism finds it practical or necessary to govern coercively; i.e. through unfreedom.20

Indeed, as in Kant’s developmental division of peoples within a ‘world’ of states, there is an important sense in which the system of states is governed; this, despite the legitimating myth of the Westphalian state (c.f. Hunter 2001; Hobson 2013; Waters 2009), upon which MLG literature depends for its understanding of sovereignty and its transformations. The novelty of the present is not to be found in the application of non-state actors to government, as the concept of governance would have it: evidence of this rule by non-state actors is plentiful in the historical literature.21

What is new since at least the end of World War II is a significant challenge in the organisation of Western government to the idea of the state as ‘the highest of all’ forms of political community (Aristotle’s phrase), a challenge that is most clearly made by an extension of governmentality to the system of states (Hindess 2005: 407). Hindess is acutely aware of stretching the Foucauldian concept of governmentality beyond its presumed purview, the national state.22 What permits this extension is, in part, Foucault’s analysis of the ‘art of government’.23 The art in question practises a refusal of Hobbes’s reduction of politics to institutions licensed by a singular sovereign authority.

Refusing the ideal of a singular sovereign authority has ambiguous consequences for governance. The tension between two loci of ‘the highest’ – the state and the system of states – points to a neglected aspect of ‘the self-governing community of citizens’ as a useful fiction for political theory and practice. In political designs where rule is not simply authoritarian

20 Far from expressing hypocrisy (the view of Said 1993) or inconsistency (Pitts 2005) in the application of a principle, in Hindess’ view liberalism is better seen in Michel Foucault’s terms as ‘the work of government’. When viewed in this way, the Foucauldian idea that liberalism ‘governs through freedom’ (Foucault 2008: 63) can also be tested. The result is that, seen as the work of government, which encompasses many non-state actors, authoritarian rule (the ‘government of unfreedom’) may well serve the aims of liberalism. Moreover, the work of government is not confined to the ‘domestic’ sphere.


22 A political a priori many of Foucault’s followers forget; see also Walters and Haahr (2005); Walters (2011).

23 For a lucid description, see Magnusson (2011: 91–110).
(as it is in Hobbes), this fiction is in part maintained by another: the fiction of a common culture, such as appears in the Roman republic or in John Locke’s law of opinion and reputation (Hindess 1992, 1997).

It is an open question whether governance serves to create a fiction of a common culture for the state/system of states (Pagden’s position above), or whether the indeterminacy of this aporetic relation permits acts of political founding that may intimate unforeseen political transformations. Earlier, I suggested the latter possibility in the context of MLG’s capacity to at least conceptually redeploy the Kantian sovereignty/government distinction, and to ‘create a people’.

In this creation, freedom is centrally at issue. Foucault’s emphasis on the important role of the government of the self in political rationality raises again the question of causality introduced earlier in the discussion of MLG as a form of political theory. Consider Foucault’s insistence that the governmental self is not to be treated as a substance (as in the rational actor model), but as a (variable) form.\textsuperscript{24} As form, the self (‘the subject’) may well move in a realm of coercion (i.e. be in some respects amenable to a causal account), but this does not exhaust understanding of what is involved. Lacking an \textit{a priori} substance or nature, the self is ‘a practice of freedom’, not a self-identity.

The sovereign people

We can now return to the question of the role that non-causal reasoning\textsuperscript{25} plays in MLG and in sovereignty. I suggest a connection between the non-causal account of transformation in MLG and the non-causal dimension of the self in freedom as the work of government. Both non-causal elements contribute to the authorisation and legitimation of the people.

Foucault’s rejection of Hobbes’s classic account of sovereignty has been noted above (see also Foucault 2003; Neal 2004). As we will see below, despite the considerable value of his critique, Foucault has failed – in common with influential liberal scholarship on Hobbes (e.g. Skinner 1996, 2008; Pettit 2008) – to consider the central role of form in Hobbes’s


\textsuperscript{25} By ‘non-causal’ I do not refer to Quentin Skinner’s neo-Kantian reasoning on speech-act theory; on this aspect of Skinner’s work, see Hindess (2014: 48–49).
argument. The cost of this omission in the case of liberal thought, particularly in its republican variety, is a failure to consider the idea of freedom, and thus democracy, as governed by form in the complex of self, state and system of states. Our account of MLG has revealed the centrality of this complex. It has also shown that MLG can be comprehended as a practice of founding, of establishing (authorising and legitimating) a ‘people’ (a demos). Might the non-causal character of MLG’s legitimating reasoning be seen as a treatment of boundary-crossing as form?

Indeed it might. In this section I seek to show that Hobbes can also – in fact, should – be read as performing this very action of authorisation and legitimation. I use the example of Richard Tuck’s attempt to discern a defence of a certain condition of democracy in Hobbes’s authoritarian reasoning. Following Bodin’s earlier insistence that sovereignty must be perpetual (uninterrupted) to be at all, Hobbes solves the problem, according to Tuck, of how sovereignty can subsist when the sovereign is unable to give commands, such as when asleep. During this time, the sovereign delegates power to some other body for the duration, taking it back upon waking. ‘Just so a people, on the election of a temporary Monarch, retains the right of meeting again at a certain time and place, and on that day resumes its power’ (Hobbes in Tuck 2006: 189).

For Tuck, democracy can be called a ‘sleeping sovereign’ in this sense, handing over administrative power to another authority of whatever sort (say, the US Congress or the Australian parliament) on condition that it has designated a time and place (e.g. elections) to take back that power. Such a Hobbesian form of democracy accords, in Tuck’s view, with the constitution of revolutionary France, now ‘the standard view of democratic constitutions in the modern world,’ but first articulated by Hobbes (Tuck 2006: 189–90).

Tuck’s account of Hobbesian democracy relies on Hobbes’s De Cive (On the Citizen, 1647); Tuck’s argument may be refined in his forthcoming work, The Sleeping Sovereign (2015), especially in light of criticism (e.g. by Hoekstra (2006) in the same volume as Tuck’s essay). As an authorisation of representative democracy, Tuck’s use of Hobbesian sovereignty is powerful, despite concerns by fellow liberal theorists. But it fails, in my view, as an account of Hobbes’s reasoning.
So too does Phillip Pettit’s attempt to explain how Hobbes founds a people in his account of the move from ‘the state of nature’ to the commonwealth and the establishment of sovereignty. Pettit’s individual is an assumed, unproblematic category. But ‘the people’, as such, actually fall short of presence in his account, since they exist only after the sovereign is instituted – and if the multitude cannot authorise anything, then what/who are the ‘all individuals, each and every one, that contracts the escape from the state of nature?’ (Pettit 2008: 123).

Answers will only be found by attending to the whole of Hobbes’s thought. Here, answers concern the ideas of form, freedom and bodies that make sovereignty work. Without this explanation, conceptualising the relation between sovereignty and governance as border-crossing politics remains seriously incomplete.

Acknowledging the inseparability of Hobbes’s science of motion and politics (c.f. Slomp 2000; Hänninen 2014), and turning to Hobbes’s Leviathan’s essential chapters on the self, we find that Hobbes devotes an early section of the text (Chpt. 2, ‘Of Imagination’) to dreams. There he attempts to demonstrate his view of sense certainty in a distinction between the dreaming and waking state. This distinction is not easily made, Hobbes says, not least because dreams may present more immediate clarity than the decaying sense of distance from sensations experienced while awake. Nonetheless, causal reasoning operates in both; it is simply reversed: ‘our Dreams are the reverse of our waking Imaginations; The motion when we are awake, beginning at one end; and when we Dream, at another’ (Leviathan, Chpt. 2).

What enables this account of motion, cause and sensation is Hobbes’s conception of bodies. A summary of the salient points will have to suffice (drawn in part from Kerr 2013). In his view of motion, Hobbes distinguishes between bodies and accidents. For Hobbes, knowledge of cause proceeds from knowledge of parts of bodies, not wholes, since parts are indeed accidents. But what are accidents?

For Hobbes, accidents are parts of a body that together constitute a body’s nature, though not the actual body.26 It is a critical mistake27 to read Hobbes as following Aristotle’s claim that the whole is prior to its parts: this easily leads to the illusion of a common culture within a

27 e.g. by Bates (2012: 78).
self-sufficient community, criticised above. Actually, Hobbes can be seen to redescribe Aristotle’s idea of ‘species’ (*eidos* or *form*) in a clever criticism of the still-powerful Aristotelian reasoning of his day, in order to account for subject–object relations according to the new dualistic science of Hobbes’s contemporary, Galileo. The idea of species includes the concept of *ananke*, or necessity, which is needed to explain knowledge, but is non-causal.

As hypothetical necessity, *ananke* does not govern sequences.\(^{28}\) Moreover, this view of necessity presupposes freedom, but in a highly conditioned manner: the freedom to do otherwise is faced with a milieu in which no reasonable alternative course of action is available. Such is the *ananke* that requires free and equal subjects in ‘meer nature’ to recognise its intolerable nature and agree to contract amongst themselves to establish ‘a common Power to keep them all in awe’ (*Leviathan*, Chpt. 13). Yet, this single necessity cannot suffice, beset as it is by logical problems: if the multitude in meer nature is as thoroughly insecure as Hobbes avers, then contract appears impossible; if it is not, then such a drastic agreement seems unnecessary (Walker 2006: 64).

Hobbes’s solution is to project the condition of a here and now in meer nature to his auditors, but as a condition in an indefinite past, there among ‘the savage peoples of America’:

> It may peradventure be thought, there was never such a time, nor condition of warre as this; and I believe it was never generally so, over all the world: but there are many places, where they live so now. For the savage people in many places of America, except the government of small Families, the concord whereof dependeth on naturall lust, have no government at all; and live at this day in that brutish manner, as I said before (*Leviathan*, Chpt. 13).

This passage establishes the basic divisions of space and time, in which some peoples are not quite in the same time as others, later adapted by Kant. To make these divisions work to authorise sovereignty, Hobbes invokes necessity-in-form. To tell the story of the absence of alternative for a move from meer nature to the commonwealth, Hobbes substitutes a set

of *accidents* there and then for an imaginary situation here and now. His narrative thus moves backwards, though apparently forwards (from meer nature to the commonwealth), as Rob Walker has brilliantly illustrated.29

The reversible causality here is created by *ananke*, as we saw – and shall see again – when Hobbes discusses dreams. This form governs the logic of sovereignty’s founding in several ways, across seemingly sharp divisions in time and space. As the accident of the ‘Body Politique’ (commonwealth), meer nature too can be seen as *ananke*. All this is erased, of course, in treatments of Hobbes which misconstrue meer nature as ‘the state of nature’ or ‘anarchy’.

The Euclidian, geometric logic of *ananke* at work in *Leviathan* belies Tuck’s effort to appeal to a *demos* (citizen–people) within a single state: Hobbes’s logic of founding is necessarily at once a matter of consent *and* conquest. Violence and peace are co-terminal in Hobbes’s sovereignty – a condition of constant and paradoxical motion required by Hobbes’s idea of freedom and necessity. As a consequence of his idea, the realm of the several sovereigns is neither ‘anarchistic’ (analogous to, or identical with, ‘the state of nature’) nor potentially a realm of ‘international society’ (cooperation underwritten by universal norms).30 Instead, this realm can be understood as Baroque (Hänninen 2014): a realm of ‘bare nature’ required for the laws of motion governing Hobbes’s *demos* to operate. In brief, Hobbes’s commonwealth is always excessive – going beyond itself in order to be.

**The liberty of crossing borders**

Naturally, the title of this section can be taken literally, and some important recent work has been done on border-crossing markets (Callon 2007; Hänninen 2013) and peoples (Bigo 2002; Ragazzi 2009). My point is entirely sympathetic to these analyses but with a different emphasis: these themes can also be seen to play out the roles of freedom and equality in founding Hobbes’s commonwealth as a practice of sovereignty.

---

Hobbes’s sovereignty is licensed by far more than a definitional sense of a hierarchical authority within a territorial state with a monopoly on the legitimate means of violence (following 20th-century glosses on state sovereignty). As shown above, Hobbes’s bodies cross boundaries of space and time, presence and absence, by splitting the form of bodies from their substance. Hobbes’s political bodies are thus not ‘bounded’ in any simple way. By contrast, contemporary liberal theory sees ‘the people’ as simply unbounded by statist politics, at least as a regulative ideal (Kant), requiring an institutional moulding (new politics) to bring it into being in an appropriate form (see, for example, Abizadeh 2012). I have indicated the risks of this strategy for MLG in the discussion of Hooghe and Marks’s attempt to create/locate ‘the people’ above. I have also indicated, in the context of Kant and governance, that the freedom and equality of the demos are not credible claims. In this section I suggest that the salient source for these claims is no less than Hobbes – the very thinker against whom liberal claims to freedom and equality are made.

It is an article of scholarly faith that Hobbes’s account of bodies – including the commonwealth he hopes to establish – is deterministic. Most accounts infer from this that liberty must end once obligation is begun. This faith cannot, however, account for Hobbes’s reasoning on how consent is established in sovereign domination.

The main target of liberal critiques, and the main point of justification for their versions of liberty, is Hobbes’s formulation of sovereignty by institution (consent/contract) and by acquisition (conquest). Like Foucault (2003: 96), these commentators take Hobbes to be arguing that there is no interesting difference between these types of sovereignty. This hasty reading of Hobbes is a fatal mistake if we want to understand how Hobbes’s sovereignty works. In Skinner’s version, as with Pettit, Hobbes is understood to be arguing for a view of freedom that excludes subjection to rule, leaving the scope for liberty extremely narrow, perhaps no more than the right to the means of self-preservation. Evidence is offered in Hobbes’s statement (Leviathan, Chpt. 21) that:

> There is written on the Turrets of the city of Luca in great characters at this day, the word LIBERTAS; yet no man can thence inferre, that a particular man has more Libertie, or Immunitie from the service of the Commonwealth there, than in Constantinople. Whether a Commonwealth be Monarchicall, or Popular, the Freedome is still the same.
Explanatory appeals are also made to the silence of the law; that is, Hobbesian liberty consists in whatever the sovereign leaves unsaid. But is this what Hobbes says? He seems to say the opposite: liberty is identical in Constantinople and Luca because the liberty in question is directed ‘externally’, towards resisting or invading others from outside, as the preceding sentence in the passage (*Leviathan*, Chpt. 21) says:

The Athenians, and Romanes, were free; that is, free Common-wealths: not that any particular men had the Libertie to resist their own Representative; but that their Representative had the Libertie to resist, or invade other people.

Sovereignty is not silent here, yet it is the condition of the liberty of particular people. Moreover, the passage is drawing a connection between sovereignty by institution and by acquisition, and thus between ‘state sovereignty’ and relations between sovereigns. How is this achieved?

Sovereignty by acquisition (conquest, or victory) is also a founding, a beginning of sovereignty – a feature commentators oddly ignore. Charles Tarlton (1999) is one of the few to notice that a split takes place in *Leviathan*, where all at once sovereignty as such (the covenant or ‘contract’) divides into two types, institution and acquisition. The latter includes Despotical dominion (Chpt. 19),

> when the Vanquished, to avoyd the present stroke of death, covenanteth either in express words, or by other sufficient signes of the Will, that so long as his life, and the liberty of his body is allowed him, the Victor shall have the use thereof, at his pleasure.

The passage is curious as it is unclear whether the victorious sovereign is a party to the covenant – if the answer is yes, then the basic procedure of ‘exit’ from Hobbes’s meer nature into the commonwealth is no longer applicable. If not, does the covenant still establish a commonwealth – and how could this work with the victorious sovereignty already established? Moreover, the preservation appears to be merely ‘bare life’, rather less than is promised by Hobbes’s initial picture of sovereignty’s benefits. Does sovereignty have a different composition under diverse circumstances of founding? Hobbes cannot allow this: sovereignty is identical, and sovereigns are formally equal.

None of these questions are answered by attending to the concept of servitude Hobbes goes on to describe as a result of this covenant. Tarlton is not much interested in these questions either; his claim is that Hobbes is
hypocritical. The two forms of sovereignty are very different, and the brute facticity of ‘despotical domination’ is the truth of the merely hypothetical, verbal concept of sovereignty as covenant and consent offered early in the text.

In addition to charges of hypocrisy, some describe Hobbes’s argument as ‘paradoxical’ (Springborg 2009) and others as ‘political, not metaphysical’ (Baumgold 2005, 2009) – a procedure we have seen in legitimations of liberalism as a principled defence of freedom, despite its endorsement of authoritarian rule. There is another answer, however: Hobbes’s *Leviathan* is an entirely consistent text. The ‘magic instant’ (Walker 2010) of founding sovereignty is actually always multiple, crossing the borders of subjective knowledge, science, worlds before and after politics, freedom and necessity, and between sovereigns. The last border-crossing is especially important and hard to grasp. Through the ananke of bodies, Hobbes effects the founding of a single sovereignty and relations between sovereigns in a single stroke. The problem for later thinkers of the logical priority of the state or the system of states largely derives from Hobbes’s move here.

Like mere nature and the commonwealth, the end is in the beginning at the present stroke of death. But where in the establishment of the commonwealth do the multitude surrender (give up their rights in a mutual covenant) and ‘then’ submit to the sovereign thus created (all this appears in a single instant, as Rob Walker (2010) stresses)? In the case of conquest, bodies submit ‘first’, and then surrender. These appear equivalent: all that differs, says Hobbes, is the location of fear (it sits among the multitude in the former case, but between the multitude and the sovereign in the latter). Yet, we can, from *Leviathan*’s point of view, explain this by observing that, in a reversal of the founding dream of consent, the dream of conquest demands that the bodies’ fear causes an image of the sovereign to appear.

Dreams must have a place, if a sovereign is to be a person(s), and yet be perpetual – in this sense Hobbes’s *Leviathan* is a manual for a sovereignty that never sleeps: the dream is written from a waking point of view. Contra Tuck (2006, 2015), dreams do not register a reserve power of ‘the people’. If anything, the reversible relation of conquest and consent that establishes sovereignty as simultaneously within a single polity and between them points to an inhuman view of the sovereign people, whose ever-wakefulness knows only a non-dream.
It is significant in this context that William Burroughs precisely describes America not as a utopia or nightmare, but as a non-dream (Burroughs and Odier 1974: 102–08). For all the talk of America as a ‘post-sovereign empire’, reluctant or otherwise (c.f. Hardt and Negri 2000), Burroughs’ insight suggests that this discourse is well off the mark. Yet, if aspects of America resonate with Hobbes’s version of sovereign subjectivity, that certainly does not allow it to be contrasted with a ‘Kantian Europe’.

In this context it is helpful to be reminded that the inscription of sovereignty in conquest arising from bodies can also be questioned on its claims to universality. Reminding us of the hegemony of a singular conception of freedom and equality in politics, Christine Helliwell (2000) has argued convincingly that the prevalent liberal feminist fear of violence as arising from sexual differences in bodies (which is strikingly similar to the Hobbesian dream that brings forth the conquering sovereign) should not be imposed on societies such as the Gerai of Borneo, who do not dream of sexual difference, nor have nightmares of rape. The more general point is that imagining a people, a way of life or political formation opposed to sovereignty is self-defeating. Sovereign lines of separation do not place things on one side or the other: the founding line has only one side.

Hobbes’s dream of conquest in effect turns reason inside-out, rather like the single-sided line of a Möbius strip (c.f. Bigo and Walker 2007): carrying the waking logic of ananke into sleep, the dream appears as if exterior to the familiar, daily experience of the commonwealth. As a founding act of reasoning, Hobbes draws lines between the self, the state and the ‘several sovereigns’ (there is not a world of sovereigns in Hobbes; ‘international relations’ await Kant, as Walker (2010) recounts) in order to connect them into a single line. That line is the necessity (ananke) of establishing a new form of political community, where ‘no viable alternative’ (c.f. Hooghe and Marks above) is conceivable. As described, these features of political reason are amenable to a topological analysis, just as Sakari Hänninen (esp. 2014) undertakes in exemplary fashion.31

31 This account of Hobbes’s founding argument is, of course, far from complete. There is much more to discuss in the composition of sovereignty than space permits. This is particularly true of Hobbes’s reasoning on geometry, domination, movement and ‘savages’. Nonetheless, these considerations – which I shall treat extensively elsewhere – support the more limited account given here.
The art of not crossing borders

This essay has examined some dynamics of recent thought on governance in the EU, as seen through Hobbes’s discussion of sovereignty. More specifically, it has looked at some claims to political novelty and democratic potential in the burgeoning literature on MLG. The essay makes three claims in relation to this literature. First, MLG’s claims to novelty and democratic enhancement are dependent upon opposition to a flawed conception of sovereignty. Second, this oppositional approach turns out to be self-defeating. Locating sovereignty in a past from which governance has declared independence enables a rhetoric of political founding familiar to classical sovereignty thinking. Third, the response urged to this dilemma was to refuse an oppositional approach to politics. To this end, classical sovereignty in its Hobbesian formulation was revisited. Instead of familiar clichés of three worlds, ‘the state of nature, the territorial state and system of states’, Hobbes’s sovereignty works like MLG: as a border-crossing conception of politics.

Far from a relegation to the past or an eternal presence, sovereignty as Hobbes argues it remains a contemporary practice.32 I have argued that the multiple crossing lines of Hobbesian reasoning appear as one, but we should not be fooled by his authoritarian reasoning. I have also shown that the Hobbesian state is necessarily excessive, going beyond itself: to the ‘savages’ of the present–past without proper government, to other sovereigns for recognition, and to ‘external governance’ in the name of ‘security and development’ (c.f. RAMSI in Fukuyama (2008)). An extended treatment could also examine the excessive state in Hobbes’s concern for the welfare of colonies (c.f. Leviathan, Chpt. 22) and to the state’s topological stretching via money (Hänninen 2014).

As a boundary-crossing activity, MLG continues to draw on the lines of distinction and connection Hobbes first sketched centuries ago. One implication for further research is that MLG too would benefit from a topological analysis. While governmentality can stretch its forms to take in the system of states and its mutations, governance attempts to reach

---

32 On this point I am sympathetic to the efforts of other students of sovereignty, including Neil Walker (2003) and Raia Prokhovnik (1999, 2007), and especially Constantin Fasolt (2003). In other respects, like Rob Walker, I try to show that fundamental aspects of sovereignty – in this chapter the focus is on form – are missed by texts that see ‘political’ and ‘legal’ sovereignty as the essential objects of analysis.
‘the globe’ – not least by crossing its own conceptual borders with state sovereignty and the market. As a future-oriented act of founding political community, reaching for the globe is driven by Hobbes’s logic of *ananke* (form): it appears as both necessary and impossible.

The topological problem is especially serious for MLG’s conception of ‘the people’. On Hobbes’s account of sovereignty, the *demos* are on the line of border-crossing – eternally trapped in the necessary movement of crossing boundaries in order to be at all. The work of that movement is the fragile foundation of sovereignty’s edifice; without it, sovereignty simply falls into incoherence. Conventional accounts construe Hobbesian sovereignty as either fully present or entirely absent (Walker 1993, 2010). The novelty and salience of governance is indexed by the degree to which the opposition between sovereign presence and absence is no longer credible or desirable. Little attention has been paid to the ‘mobile permanence’ of the people in Hobbesian sovereignty.

Dualistic portrayals of sovereignty and governance miss the role of dualism in politics, to their cost. For example, the title of this section is a nod to the work of James C. Scott (2009, 2013), who has long argued that the idea of the state captures much less of the imagination of politically organised peoples than the developmental West assumes (see, in particular, his devastating review of Jared Diamond (Scott 2013)). Where I depart from Scott is in the apparent dualism of his (and others’) conception of politics: there is freedom, and there is capture. Hobbes’s sovereignty is so powerful precisely because it employs a range of nasty, brutish dualisms to cut short the possibility of escape.

MLG is in a position to challenge sovereignty’s work not because of its distance from sovereignty but precisely due to its proximity. MLG attempts to create a people in crossing borders between governance and sovereignty, past and future, the state and the system of states. We can now see MLG’s rationality as evolved from Hobbes’s. The fixed, frozen-in-motion *demos* of Hobbes’s violent, statist authorisations has emerged as a fluid, variable border-crossing *demos* of global aspirations.

Nothing guarantees that movements in reverse along the line between sovereignty and governance do not or cannot occur. A reversal is not a return to the past: sovereignty as a boundary-crossing politics is a contemporary practice. The prime virtue of MLG may be its capacity to approach this practice as both dangerous and contingent: as authorising a conception of
freedom and equality that confines ‘the people’ to an oscillation between mobile permanence and permanent mobility; to approach border-crossing as, in other words, politics. This, it seems to me, is a primary challenge faced by attempts to grasp the senses of transformation at work in social life for more than half a century.

As we began with the image of a train, so we might end with one. This is China Miéville’s *Iron Council* (2004). In a sense it’s the inverse of *Snowpiercer*: a train grown organically with a marvellously heterogeneous group of rebels/marginal/outcasts (i.e. only those inhabiting the rear of Bong’s train) fleeing from a ponderously large, violent and corrupt city. As the train returns to the outskirts of the city to meet its historical destiny in a final confrontation with the city’s militia, one of the Iron Council’s founders, Judah, manages to freeze the train in a ‘time golem’, somewhat like the ‘bug in amber’ that Kurt Vonnegut invokes in *Slaughterhouse Five*. Judah (sure, the reference is clear) has saved the train’s denizens from perhaps certain death, but he has also stolen their history – as another founder, Ann-Hari, points out before she shoots Judah for his betrayal. In his freezing of the history of the *demos* in its perpetual border-crossing, is Hobbes not playing the role of Judah? Between this theological–humanist betrayal and that of *Snowpiercer*’s ‘new world order’ (which renews the Genesis myth when the heroes derail the train), what shape of train does governance conduct?
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